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:j_centroid 
 
Find The Centroid Of A Pattern Or Zone Boundary 
 
Description: 

This utility finds the centroid or "center of gravity" point of a given Pattern or Zone 
boundary. The boundary is either pre-selected or input by the user by selecting a Zone 
or Pattern. The centroid point location is returned in the global variable pmn_transfer. If 
the :j_centroid utility is called by the user, the centroid point is also flashed on the 
screen. 

 
 
Level: 
 2s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_centroid;type;[point] 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 imn_boundmax, imn_subbound1, pzn_points1, pxh_points1, pmn_transfer 
 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 type (string) 

The type of boundary for which the centroid is to be found. The boundary types 
are generally either Pattern or Zone boundaries however there are some 
variations which allow for pre-selected or user defined Patterns/Zones. The type 
may be as follows: 
 

Zone A Zone has been pre-selected and the boundary points are 
in the array variable pzn_points1(0,n), the number of 
vertices (points) in the boundary is in the variable 
imn_subbound1(0,ivtmx), and the value of 
imn_boundmax(1) is 1 or more indicating that there is at 
least one boundary circuit in the Zone. This is the default. 

 
Pattern A Pattern has been pre-selected and the boundary points 

are in the array variable pxh_points1(0,n), the number of 
vertices (points) in the boundary is in the variable 
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imn_subbound1(0,ivtmx), and the value of 
imn_boundmax(1) is 1 or mover indicating that there is at 
least one boundary circuit in the Pattern. 

 
Select Zone Display ARRIS will prompt for a Zone to return the 

centroid point by prompting for the Display point of the 
existing Zone. Select the display point using the F3 key. 

 
Select Zone Boundary ARRIS will prompt for a Zone to return the 

centroid point by prompting for a point along the boundary 
line of the Zone. Select near one of the Zone boundary lines 
using the F1 key. 

 
Select Pattern Boundary ARRIS will prompt for a Pattern to return the 

centroid point by prompting for a point along the boundary 
line of the Pattern. Select near one of the Pattern boundary 
lines using the F1 key. 

 
 
 point (point) 

If the type argument is Select Zone Display, Select Zone Boundary, or Select 
Pattern Boundary, a second argument of point input is required to select the 
Pattern or Zone for which the centroid is to be found.  

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_centroid;='Zone' 
   

In this example the sigmac expects the Zone placement array 1 global variables 
imn_boundmax(1), imn_subbound1(0,ivtmx), and pzn_points1(0,n) to be 
loaded with the Zone boundary to find the centroid. The centroid of the Zone will 
be calculated and the location stored in the global variable pmn_transfer. If the 
:j_centroid sigmac was called by the user, the centroid point will also be flashed 
on the screen. 

 
 
 :j_centroid;='Pattern' 
 

In this example the sigmac expects the Pattern placement array 1 global 
variables imn_boundmax(1), imn_subbound1(0,ivtmx), and pxh_points1(0,n) 
to be loaded with the Pattern boundary to find the centroid. The centroid of the 
Pattern will be calculated and the location stored in the global variable 
pmn_transfer. If the :j_centroid sigmac was called by the user, the centroid 
point will also be flashed on the screen. 
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 :j_centroid;='Select Zone Display';=point 
 

In this example the :j_centroid command will prompt for the Zone for which to 
find the centroid by prompting for the Zone display point. Select the point using 
the F3 key. The centroid of the Zone will be calculated and the location stored in 
the global variable pmn_transfer. If the :j_centroid sigmac was called by the 
user, the centroid point will also be flashed on the screen. 

 
 
 :j_centroid;='Select Zone Boundary';=point 
 

In this example the :j_centroid command will prompt for the Zone for which to 
find the centroid by prompting for a Zone boundary. Select along one of the Zone 
boundary segments of the desired Zone using the F1 key. The centroid of the 
Zone will be calculated and the location stored in the global variable 
pmn_transfer. If the :j_centroid sigmac was called by the user, the centroid 
point will also be flashed on the screen. 

 
 
 :j_centroid;='Select Pattern Boundary';=point 
 

In this example the :j_centroid command will prompt for the Pattern for which to 
find the centroid by prompting for a Pattern boundary. Select along one of the 
Pattern boundary segments of the desired Pattern using the F1 key. The centroid 
of the Pattern will be calculated and the location stored in the global variable 
pmn_transfer. If the :j_centroid sigmac was called by the user, the centroid 
point will also be flashed on the screen. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. Only the first boundary circuit in the Pattern or Zone boundary is taken into 
consideration when calculating the centroid point. Sub-boundaries are ignored. The first 
boundary circuit is generally the outside boundary of the Pattern or Zone. 

 
2. For this centroid point calculation the boundary circuit segments may not cross one 

another. Crossing segments will be left out of the centroid calculation so the point 
returned will not be accurate for the entire boundary. 

 
3. The boundary circuit may be any shape, and have any number of vertices (points). Note 

that depending on the shape of the polygon boundary, the centroid point may not 
necessarily be inside the boundary circuit. 
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